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Kelum Weligama is a bestselling author, Corporate trainer & ICF certified transformative 
coach on personal development who has gifted Sri Lankan readers through a practical 
method a fund of most modern knowledge, which is relevant to fields of personality 
development, leadership, creativity, positive thinking, marketing, branding, and 
entrepreneurship.

His books such as “Jeewithaya Wenas Karana Katha 1”, “Jeewithaya Wenas Karana 
Katha 2”, “Jeewithaya Wenas Karana Katha 3”, “Jeewithaya Wenas Karana Katha 4”, 
“Maha Molakarayo”, “Tharagaye Weeraya”,  “Iranama Wenas Kirime Kalawa”, “ Vishishta 
Piyawara” and “Persona” have been sold over 150,000 copies in the recent years. Kelum 
Weligama intensifies the lives of diverse audiences through mass media such as national 
Newspaper, Television and Radio programs. 

Kelum Weligama who completed his education at Dharmaraja College in Kandy, 
completed his Bachelor of Commerce Special Degree at the Kelaniya University. Weligama 
also obtained knowledge from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka and the 
Association of Accounting Technicians and studied marketing knowledge and practices 
of the Chartered Institute of Marketing – UK. Kelum is an expert on Neuro Linguistic 

Language, Neuroselling, and Life Coaching as he is a Higher National 
Diploma holder in training and development. In the same way, he is 
a certified transformative coach at International Coach Federation. 
Kelum as a human potential developer, who is always alert regarding 
both local and foreign trends on personality development and new 
management concepts uses his pen in a most valuable manner 
to change lives of readers by 180 degrees through excellent 
concepts and experience in order to provide a different meaning 

which changes society at speed. 

Furthermore, He has conducted trainings and development 
sessions for MAS Holdings, Brandix, Colombo Dockyard, 

Star Garments, KEELS, HNB Assuarance, Ceylon 
Cold Store, Finlays, People’s Bank, Amazon Tea, 
BOC, Hero, DSI Tyres, Lanwa, Abans, NSB, Derana 
TV, Camso Loadstar, SAGT Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Insurance, AIA Insurance, Ceylon Newspapers, 
Union Assurance, University of Kelaniya, NIBM, 
Royal College’s cricket team.
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Our Training & 
Development Areas

Performance Management

Sales Excellence

Brand & Marketing Excellence

Service Excellence

Creative Thinking

Motivation

Positive Thinking

Decision Making & Problem Solving

Leadership Development

NLP

Out Bound Training

Team Building

Neuroselling

Women Empowerment



Our awesome clients

Our clients needs always come first and we’ll always go the extra mile to ensure we 
don't just satisfy them, we 'wow' them!





OVER 500+ PROGRAM COMPLETED





“Kelum in his Tharagaye Weeraya ( Man of the Match) quotes Francis Bacon to 
remind of books that be chewed and digested. In fact that book is also falls into 
the same category which need reading again and again to absorb its substance 
into life

Deepal Sooriyarachchi - Management consultant, writer and lecturer

“Kelum Weligama is a challenge to so called pundits who write simple facts in 
complicated, incomprehensible language. In my perspective his specialty as a 
writer is to finely blend world famous characters with examples taken from our 
culture, sports, arts, local stars, business world and village boys and girls and 
argues to give guidance. He is a talented person suitable to present era. Tharagaye 
Weeraya is a superb success. I read it with interest, learned and became a fan of 
him.”

Kishu Gomas - CEO & Managing Director of Dreamron Group of Companies.

“Life is not just moving simply. To have an idea about victory one must understand 
defeat too. Man is special and different from other animals on earth because he 
can put in thoughts in to action. Therefore one should not allow his thoughts to act 
automatically. Knowing the value, and privileges of being a human, thoughts have 
to be driven towards victory. This superb work “Tharagaye Weeraya” (Man of the 
Match) gives guides along the way to success.”

Mahinda Prasad Masimbula - Award winning writer.

“ Changing one’s life in a better and exemplary manner and serving the world with 
love ,compassion and kindness with that change is a noble quality. It is pathetic 
that in its race towards development , the world has forgotten nature, animals and 
mankind .We all should join hands to change this system. There will be no result 
in a speedy development without nature, wildlife and men with good humane 
qualities. I believe , ‘Jeewithaya Wenaskarana Katha’ (life changing Stories) written 
by Kelum Weligama will contribute to make a positive change in our society in a 
humane approach.

Otara Del Gunawardane - Founder ODEL and Embark

Experts and vetarans’comments on
Kelum Weligama’s books.
Our clients needs always come first and we’ll always go the extra mile to ensure we 
don't just satisfy them, we 'wow' them!



“I believe that those who take time to read the book will thoroughly enjoy it and it’s 
a great achievement to bring out such a mix of success stories and the reality of 
being successful in an unforgiving business world so well. I sincerely hope that his 
underlying message that hard work, dedication and most of all unwavering belief 
in one's self is the key to success, will be a lesson to everyone who read the book. 
I'm honored to have read your book Kelum Weligama.”

Dusty Alahakoon - CEO - Asia Pacific Breweries, Former Head of Marketing of Coca Cola Sri Lanka

“At certain turbulent moments of life even the optimistic people may hesitate a little, 
and want something to regain momentum. Kelum’s powerful yet compassionate 
language gives that momentum.’

Sanath Gamage - Human skill development consultant & Lecturer.

”Whenever I found a small respite from within my busy life, I read this book page 
by page, chapter by chapter with a great interest. There were so many interesting 
points which added value to life. As facts included in ‘Tharagaya Weeraya” are 
well explained with good examples, it has strengthened the value of them. It will 
no doubt provide stimuli for making the reader’s life successful.”

 Sandamini Perera - Vice Chairperson, Prime Land Group, The excellent entrepreneur of 2015.

”Word unprecedent is used to explain something that had not existed in the 
past, in that sense ‘Tharagaye Weeraya” written by Kelum Weligam falls in to the 
unprecedented category. It is really an unprecedented book should be read by 
people pf all walks of life.” 

Athula Kudagamage - CEO - General Sales Company Ltd, Writer and Lecturer.

‘Kelum Weligama creates and excellent spiritual development in reader’s minds 
by his work – Jeewithaya Wenas Karana Katha (Life Changing stories)

Sanath Gunathileke - Veteran Actor

‘Kelum’s work is a great help to those who endeavor to make their dreams come 
true.’

Dr. S.Chamila Thushara - University of Kelaniya.
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